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The pharmacy scientist, chemist, biochemists and other elated

scientist in other fields had tied over the years in contributing to
enzymatic activity research. They have carried out works in different areas of enzymatic actions on drugs and xenobiotic, its action
on the body and vice-versa.

In my search and research no work o initiative of science works

had been put in place before now to look into enzymes acting as

drugs and thereby acting synergistically with other drugs in action

sorily be the site of pharmacological action. What is not clear yet

is whether all enzymes have pharmacological actions or not. We
would clarify this in not too distant a future.

Our is likely redefining enzymatic actions and its classifications.
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even when we limits its action as only been there to fast the rate
of action.

In my laboratory here, our study (on-going) is showing that

such claim of enzymes possessing pharmacological actions is not
far from the truth. This why we name such enzymes as phamacoen-

zymes. In most of its action it sometimes unleash its pharmacological action only or enzymatic actions or both. We hope that at the

end of our research our findings would prove all these and possibly
classified them.

Furthermore, our study is also revealing that enzymes might

have more than two site of actions of which one might compul-
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